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ACROSS

3 Start to space
relaxation station (3)

7 Important points of the
Oval Office renovated
after removing iron (4)

8 Perp made to pay
restitution in jail (8)

10 "Eggs over" in a
Boston accent

11 Guy ate shit, ouch (6)
12 Prop for a camera

shows consequence of
a tab of LSD next to
consequence of a kilo
of cocaine (6)

13 Elon's first and last
changed for company
where he bought the
title of "founder" (5)

15 Endanger colonial
losing first in Africa (7)

16 What Flower follows is:
half-mage with fairy's
tail? (3)

17 Mix-up put sand in
collector (7)

19 6 and 8 for example:
their average with the
first taken last (5)

DOWN

22 Loud pest worked on
Cadillac without any
losses (6)

23 Flower, Dwarf Fighter,
moved out of sight? (6)

25 Able to cut British
colony in half (3)

27 Headline around first
of workweek: A
surprise Beyonce
album drop (8)

28 Flower, in Egypt, takes
heads of
necromancers and
imps (and tails of feral
cockatrice) (4)

29 Bean backed up
informal greetings

1 Flower stood (4)
2 Each (I'll elaborate)

"holding" for Jewish
campus group (6)

3 Beef found in empty
Korean capital is a bad
look (5)

4 Post office victor's
eyeline (abbreviated)

5 Tiny bit in any body
part (7)

6 Split downgraded civic
energy (6)

9 Joy or sadness from
online movement? (7)

14 Scholarly party's
platter replaces tips of
carrot for a bit of
edamame (7)

15 Rear-end
Shakespearian actor
McKellen (3)

16 A scram... A scramble
for instruments (7)

18 Truth weed: it gets
steamed? (6)

20 Empty a can in
Vermont (6)

21 $1001, yes? (5)

24 "Leave the car
running" said false god
(4)

26 Actress Gal takes off
clothes? Big deal (3)
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